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The American Railroad
Pocket Watch
Submitted by Dan Ludwig
Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution the railroads in America have played a
significant role in the development of our country.
Towns and
cities sprang up,
almost overnight,
everywhere the railroads went, buoyed
by the fast transportation offered for
the people, goods
and services · required to keep them
going. By the late
1800' s the rai !road
was the fastest way
to move people and
material over long distances. With all of the
technological development during this time
historians still referred to it as the "good old
days". Horse and wagon was still the most
common form of local transportation. The
automobile was still several years away, telephones were a new fad available only to the
wealthy. The US mail was the common form of
communication between people, and most
homes used kerosene or gas for illumination
and coal for heat. Without the railroads we
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wouldn't have come this far this fast.
Watches were used on railroads for
most of their history, at least since
there were two
trains occupymg
the same track
and going in opposite directions.
A method to control their movements was required. At first it
was the telegraph
that notified the
next station when
the train left and how far off it was from the
posted schedule. The Erie railroad used a time
division rule into the 1850' s that allowed one
hour for a ruling train of the same class to occupy the track against an opposing train. As
the traffic increased a need for shorter intervals
caused the "rule" to go by the wayside. It became obvious that watches were needed to set
up new rules. The Pennsylvania railroad was
one of the larger companies that saw the practi(Continued on page 3)
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The purpose of CRAFTS of New Jersey is to encourage interest in early trades and industries, and in the identification,
study, preservation and exhibition of tools and implemen~s
used and made in New Jersey as an integral part of our heritage.
Membership in CRAFTS is open to anyone who shares the
above interests. Annual dues per person or couple are fifteen
dollars for the membership year of July I through June 30.
Membership fees may be sent to the Treasurer:
John Whelan, 38 Colony Court, Murray Hill, NJ 07974
(write check payable to CRAFTS of New Jersey).
CRAFTS of NJ meetings are held at the HOST Masonic
Lodge in High Bridge, NJ.
Take 1-78 to Route 31 exit at Clinton. Go north on Rte. 3 I
two miles to second traffic light at the High Bridge exit. Tum
right and go about half a mile to Dennis Ave. Tum left, then
straight to the Masonic Lodge (on the left).
.
Tailgate sales in the parking lot begin at IO A.M., meetmg
starts at I P.M.
The TOOL SHED
Published five times a year for members of CRAFTS of New
Jersey. Editor: Dave Nowicki, 240 Woodlyn Ave. Glenside
PA 19038. EMAIL - dnowicki@verizon.net.
Articles, especially about early tools and trades, are encouraged and may be sent to the Editor.

CRAFTS WEBSITE

www .craftsofnj.org
Containing general information about CRAFTS and its activities including: meeting schedules, Tool Shed articles, etc.

NEW MEMBERS
Lee Herbert, Pine Bush, NY
Clifford Stump, Ridgway, PA
Bill Zinnicas, Bridgewater, NJ
Gregor Mszar, Bedford, TX
William Barrett, Dover, NJ
Michael Trombetta
and
Tara Harrison, Staten Island, NY
Robert Terry, Erwinna, PA.
Henry Nakamura, Glen Ridge, NJ
James Ambrosky, Glen Gardner, NJ

President's Comer
I would suppose one of the jobs
of the president of CRAFTS is to
reflect the larger picture of what is
CRAFTS and its undertakings for the
past year. I guess I have spent too
much time inside this winter and my
mind needs something to ponder. I am happy to see CRAFTS
as a well respected antique tool club based in New Jersey with
a lively and active membership. Our activities are carried on
by a group of volunteers whose only true common denominator is their enjoyment with the historical aspect of tools. We
have a hard working Tool Shed editor who works endlessly to
produce a great newsletter five times a year. We are lucky to
have two hardworking volunteers who spend countless hours
preparing and running one of the best club auctions a~y':"here
in the country. We enjoy the dedicated work of our p1cmc
coordinator whose close ties with Mother Nature is legendary.
We hold five informative and fun meetings each year with
terrific presenters enlightening our tool understanding. Our
evolving activities include the new addition of a web page
coordinator who is starting to show all of us what this new
technology can offer our membership.
The above activities would be enough for any
normal membership but not CRAFTS. We offer a grant of
$500 annually to the North Jersey Craftsman Fair to support
awards and prizes for young craftsman in woodworking, metalworking and other related crafts in a judged exposition.
CRAFTS also administers the Micalizzi's Endowment Fund
giving $500 to a graduating senior from the Morris County .
School of Technology woodworking program to assist them m
buying tools for their future occupation in woodworking. Another grant is given to the Madison Museum of Early Trades
to support hands on workshops with young children actively
building projects using hand tools. This past fall CRAFTS
gave a $500 donation to Habitats for Humanity to help in the
Katrina rebuilding effort.
Our members are active researchers of the tools
we collect. Members publish books, write periodical articles,
speak at public gatherings, work closely with museums, teach
historical crafts and promote historical understanding of technological activities.
I am proud to reflect on the activities of such a
diverse group of CRAFTS members. I admit that I probably
even forgot some of our diversified activities. If you are promoting the understanding of antique tools drop me a note so
we can share your experiences.
I hope all members are as eager as I am to start
the new tool collecting year. It seems April is the month that
kicks it all off. CRAFTS leads the charge with its auction
1
April I ' • A full list with pictures of all items are ~n t~e
CRAFTS website. (www.craftsofnj.org) Our auction 1s followed by the Brown auction and the Donnelly Auction. It
should be an exciting kickoff to the Tool Collecting year. Enjoy it!
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(Continued from page I)

cality and issued the following order:
"Each engineer will be furnished with a
watch which shall be regulated by the Station
Agent at the commencement of each trip and
must be deposited with him when the engine returns. If not returned in as good order as it was
received, the Engineer must pay the expense of
repairs."
P.R.R.1849
However it seems that this order was not rigidly enforced, especially after some of these
watches started turning up in pawn shops.
Watches were used for several decades before the
1890' s but there were no real standards. It was
reported that some engineers were using cheap
alarm clocks on their locomotives.
It would take a disaster to finally create the
standards to elevate the Railroad Pocket Watch to
be unrivaled in quality and reliability. It was on
April 19, 1891 that a fast mail train was traveling
east near Cleveland, Ohio on the same track as a
slower train was going west. It was near Elyria,
about 25 miles from Cleveland that the engineer
and conductor of the slower train were given written orders to let the fast mail pass them at Kipton,
a small station west of Oberlin. As the slower
train was leaving Elyria the telegraph operator ran
out to tell them that the fast mail was on time and
to be careful. That offended the conductor, indicating that he didn't know his business and words
were exchanged. The slow train left on time according to the engineer's watch. What was not
known was that the engineer' s watch had stopped
for four minutes and started up again. Had the
conductor looked at his own watch the accident
would probably have been avoided. The trains
collided at Kipton. The slow train was fully
braked but the fast mail was at full speed. Both
engineers were killed along with nine other people
and the railroad companies (Lake Shore Railroad
and Michigan Southern Railway) and the US Post
Office sustained significant property loss.

After this disaster a commission was appointed to establish standards for timepieces that
would be accepted and adopted by all railroads.
By 1893 the General Railroad Timepiece Standards were created and adopted by the industry
for any employee who was responsible for creating or keeping schedules.
The specifications are as follows:

Hamilton Railroad Grade Watch

size (1.7 inches) or 18 (1.766 inches)
2. Fitted with 17 or more jewels
3. Temperature compensated between 34
and 100 degrees Fahrenheit
4. Adjusted to 5 positions (meaning that it
would meet all specifications in the following positions - stem up, stem left, stem
right, face up and face down)
5. Lever Set (instead of stem set)
6.Timed to+/- 30 sec/week
7.Fitted with a:
Double roller
Patented regulator
Steel escape wheel
Plain white dial
8.Black Arabic numerals printed bold
with each minute delineated
9.Open face configured with the winding
stem at 12 O'clock
These requirements meant that railroad employees would be required to purchase a watch
that was more accurate than many precision instruments used in the laboratories of the day, and
the watch industry had to produce a product to
meet these requirements, no small feat in itself
and far more difficult than clock making since the
clock is always in one position. The Railroad
Watch was a phenomenal timekeeper as well as
durable and long lived.
Watches were inspected every two weeks by
railroad timekeepers, many of whom were watchmakers themselves. All adjustments and repairs
were tracked on cards issued to the owner and all
work was noted in ink. This system assured the
increased safety and reduction in the number of
railroad accidents caused by faulty timepieces.

1. American made movement, either 16
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CRAFTS AUCTION
Saturday April 1st at the Flemington Elks Club
Rt. 31 Flemington, NJ
Parking lot tool sale begins at daybreak
Auction Preview at 7:30AM
Auction begins at 9AM
~

350. Geo. Weaver Patented rabbet plane

400. Morris Patent Smoother

383 . CE Chelor living in Wrentham hollow

Pedal Jigsaw

462. Beech Ultimatum Brace by Marples

364 Popping Shoulder Plane
420. Brass and Rosewood Bow Drill
Erlandsen?
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Plow Planes Galore

264.Toted Rosewood Plow Plane
330.Wedge Arm Plow Plane by J.
SEARING

219.Toted Boxwood Plow Plane w/
ivory tips by SANDUSKY

216.Rosewood Plow Plane
by SHIVERICK

147.Unusual Toted Boxwood
Plow Plane

240.Boxwood & Rosewood
Plow Plane b DENISON

265.Union No. 239 1/2 Plow Plane

401 . Ebony and brass three arm plow

263.Plow Plane by Chapin No. 244 1/2

217.Toted Boxwood Plow
Plane by SHERMAN BROS.
AWP**
256 .Toted Boxwood Plow Plane by
G.W. DENISON

259.Rosewood Screw Arm
Plow Plane marked Ames
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378. Brass Back Saw - J. Hoyland Phila

175. Emmert K-2 - 14 inch

211. Conestoga Wagon Jack - 1863

276. Stanley 72 chamfer plane

38. Stanley Everlast chisels
226. 4 inch smoother
P. Chapin Baltimore.

260. Ebony miter plane Gardner and Murdock
80. Rosewood & Brass Radius Plane

266. Stanley #2

3zo;g

,-

320. Inclinometer by Davis

'~

198. Thatchers tool

k-c

Bridge City Tools

Lie Nielsen tools
121. Rusby extension drill w/breast
plate

241 . Richardson saw with depth
gauge 1922 patent

278. Patent model
saw set
A. Johnson
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THE MARRIAGE
by Herb Kean
We all have seen tools that had their parts "married" - that is, parts taken from one assembly to
make another similar one better. (Something like Adam's rib.) Well here is the Mother-of-allMarriages:
(1st photo)

You will have to look closely to see it, and even then you might have some trouble believing it!
So to help out, below is an enlargement of one of the areas in question.
(2nd photo)

(Continued on page 8)
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No trouble seeing it now. It is a wrist grip and part of the arm frame from the early
model brass-framed brace (Ultimatum style - John Cartwright patent of 1848) cut off and
fitted to the upper and lower arms of a standard plated Sheffield! And to prove it, below is the
gr
p
d
sass
em
b
I e
d)
(3d photo)

To make the cheese more binding, next is the photo showing the grip and spindle, mating with the part of the frame that remains.
(4th photo)

Now you have to believe it! The yesteryear' s craftsman who made this marriage did it
for one ·of two reasons: 1) he broke the grip of his plated Sheffield and this was his way
to repair it, as he had a busted Cartwright framed brace around, or 2) he got tired of
blistering his hand with the solid grip of the Sheffield and modified it with the rotating
grip of the broken Cartwright. There are other examples of this rotating-grip modification ( even an actual patent) but they do not use any part of the frame, just the grip and
the spindle. Needless to say, they are nowhere near as durable, particularly under
stress, as the above marriage.
The real beauty of this modification is the fit. The joints in both the brass pieces and
the shoulders of the wood are flawless! I believe a machinist on a computer-driven
miller would be proud. And think of the time it took to make such fits, back when they
didn' t have our modern-day technology. But then again, in those "olden" days, time
was not as important to them as much as the final product was. (Something that the
" horn-blowers" of today might stop and consider.) One might wonder why anybody
would spend so much time making such a perfect fit on just a repair. The answer is:
THE TOOLSHED- April 2006
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"Don't Stop Looking!"
. February's meeting theme.
By Dave Nowicki

Andrew Drysdale was the speaker at the
February meeting and his theme "Don't Stop
Looking" was in direct reference to the collection of tools and artifacts that he brought
with him for discussion. These were tools
made or restored by him or were items made

American agricultural, industrial and military
history and American material culture from
the mid -19th to the mid - 20th Centuries. He

18th century tongs

has been involved in virtually every phase of
museum work. He has been a practicing
blacksmith for the last 25 years and has his
own business providing artifact reproduc-

18th century hammer

Andrew Drysdale

by other blacksmiths and artisans. All were
inexpensive and were found at flea markets,
garage sales and one was even acquired on
eBay
By way of introduction, Andrew is also
the Curator/History Coordinator at the Warren County Cultural and Heritage Commission. His past activities include being a
Blacksmith at Wild West City in Netcong,
NJ, Executive Director of the Hunterdon Historical Museum in Clinton, NJ, and Blacksmith at Waterloo Village in Stanhope, NJ.
Recently he was the Commissioner of the
Warren County Cultural & Heritage Commission 2000 - 2004 and Chairman of the New
Jersey Living History Advisory Council, NJ
Division of Parks & Forestry and Department
of Environmental Protection 1999 -2004. He
has served on numerous New Jersey committees promoting industrial historical studies
and has written and appeared in local media
representing these historical sites. Andrew
grew up on a small farm in Chester, NJ and
graduated from Drew University with a History degree. The focus of his career has been

tions, historical demonstrations and personal
instruction.
The first item shown was a pair of tongs,
ca 1800 (item 1) which at first glance seemed
rather mundane and an item that many of us
would have passed by until Andrew informed
us that the blacksmith who made them used
all of the technology known at the time to

fashion them. For example, the "legs" of the
tongs were of wrought iron but were forge

American Priming Hom dating from the
Revolutionary War
(Continued on page 10)
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welded to a steel spring, also blacksmith made
and very difficult to do and still maintain the
temper in the spring.

lock and were somewhat smaller than the
muskets of the time which were so heavy that
they needed a support rod, almost like a crutch
under the barrel, so the shooter could aim it.

Next came a hammer head (item 2) from
the I 8th century, a common tool made more
interesting when Andrew announced that it
was used by a right handed carpenter. How
did he know? It was in the wear pattern on the
left side of the face, right where it would be if
used right handed. That' s something I never
would have thought about if it had not been
pointed out.
Another I gth century tool was a knife, well
really a blade with the tangs bent at right angles when he found it, that Andrew returned to
usability by repairing the blade and making a
new handle (item 3).
An item that can still found at flea markets
is a powder horn. Andrew showed us two that
he found. The first is from the 1870' s or
1880's and is similar to several that I've seen
(item 5). But it really takes some knowledge
and a lot of luck to find an American powder

Andrew's discovery was suddenly of interest
to firearms collectors and researchers around
the world. Little did he know of the excitement that would develop from his eBay purchase.
Now you know why Andrew doesn ' t stop
looking!
For the remainder of the meeting Andrew
offered to answer any blacksmithing questions
from the audience of attentive members.

The Arquebus

horn that dates from the Revolutionary War as
Andrew did. This priming horn has a brass
button or stud from a British cartridge belt
(item 6) to fasten the lanyard.
The final item was a bullet mold that Andrew found on eBay. He thought it might possibly be civil war era, especially coming from
Virginia. When he received it he showed it to
a friend, and fellow researcher, who didn't
think it was from the Civil War or was even
American. Emails and photos were sent to
experts around the globe for further analysis
and opinion. To make a long story short, it
turns out that it was a very rare, late 16 th century or early I 7th century bullet mold from
southern Germany used for a firearm called an
Arquebus, a firearm made nearly three hundred years before the Civil War. A little internet research told me that these early
smoothbore weapons were fired by a match-

The first question concerned the supposed
superiority of Japanese plane blades. Andrew
responded that the plane blades were wrought
iron with a laid on steel cutting edge. He felt
that the myth of superiority was generated by
a PBS program on Samurai swords and the
fact that most hand made Japanese blades are
fashioned by continuously folding and hammer welding the red hot wrought iron. With
each fold a little carbon from the charcoal fire
was introduced, basically becoming hand
made steel. This doesn ' t necessarily make the
steel superior. As a matter of fact, in 1917,
the receivers for Springfield rifles were made
using this technique and some were exploding
when test fired. Further testing showed that
after the machining was completed they were
heat treated but when hit with a steel rod during testing they shattered. The reason was that
the heat treatment was done by eye and was
not uniform.
Andrew was asked about the value of nails
in the I 8th century and whether people actually
burned down houses and barns to reclaim the
(Continued on page 12)
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DIVINE INTERVENTION?
We were on one of our regular Sunday rides,
headed for one of our regular flea markets. About
halfway there we encountered a detour, which always irritates me -- but Doris looks at it as an adventure. After wandering around on some pretty
bad roads for about 10 minutes, we came out on a
County road that I had never been on before. I
tried to figure out which way to tum, by using the
sun, because there were no signs telling you how
to get back to the big road.
I'm pretty good at telling direction by the sun
and the clock, so I felt that we were headed in the
right direction. But it didn't seem that we were
coming out into civilization when we should have
been. Doris never has any idea where we are, or
where we are going, so I just put on my bluff act,
that said I knew exactly what was happening.
Luck was with me as an antique shop loomed
up ahead, and I announced that "it was just where I
thuught it would be". We got out of the car with
the usually gymnastics that are required of duffers
of our age, and hobbled into the shop. When I finally got to straighten up, I realized that Doris was
in already, and grabbing stuff. This is always a bad
sign. When she finds stuff, I don't. I can't say
why, but she claims it's some kind of Divine Intervention.
The guy who owned the shop was hidden
amongst all the clutter, and it took him a while to
get clear of everything. He tended to ignore me as
I was still weaving through the debris, while Doris
had already picked out something. It went downhill from there. I knocked over a pile of books and
spend the next 5 minutes straightening them out.
When I came up for air, Doris and the shop owner ·
were not in sight.

quickly as preposterous, but started for the back
room anyhow.
There they were all right, but he was proudly
showing her his collection of antique dolls. Yes,
you are right, I had nothing to fear from him. I maneuvered back through the stacks of books, being
careful not to dump another pile. Doris glanced my
way, to reassure me that I wasn't invisible, but Mr.
Owner never looked up. I don't mind telling you
that I was a little put out.
After what felt like an eternity, he turned to
me and told me that there were some things on the
back porch that I might be interested in. I guess
Doris told him I was a tool collector. Anything
was better than that booby trap clutter.
WELL!! The whole world changed on that
back porch. There, amidst the garbage cans and
rusted bicycles, were TOOLS, TOOLS, TOOLS.
Not a one was worth a damn, but I didn't care. I
could pick through with no fear of them crashing
down on me. And just maybe, there was a winner
buried in there somewhere. No such luck, but I
wasn't going to admit it. I got a few rusty planes
and brought them in for pricing. His response put
me in the invisible category once again, "With
what your wife is buying, there won't be any
charge for that stuff on the porch. It was going out
with the garbage anyhow". The wry smile I got
from Doris hurt almost as much as his remark.
What turned out to be the last straw was him
giving directions to Doris how to get back to civilization. And it wasn't the way I was going! Needless to say, this wasn't one of my better Sundays.
P.S. The tools weren't worth cleaning up, so I
just gave them to one of my flea market dealers,
gratis. He almost didn't take them!

I called out for her and was surprised when I
got no answer. All kinds of thoughts flew through
my mind; mostly picturing the guy dragging her
into the back room somewhere. I dismissed that
THE TOOLSHED-April 2006
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nails. Andrew' s response: While nails were
valuable and were willed to relatives he didn ' t
feel that they weren't valuable enough to burn
down the barn. As a matter of fact the building
could probably be sold for more than the cost
of the nails in them. This myth probably originated when a building accidentally caught fire
and people gathered the nails after the fire was
out. On my drive home from the meeting I
wondered what the heat of a fire would do to
the temper of the nails. Would they be too soft
to use and would they have to be tempered
again? A question to be posed at another time.
The last question was on anvils. More specifically, "was the Hay Budden anvil better
than the Fisher and Norris?" Andrew told us
that his favorite anvil is the Hay Budden because it has a better rebound making it somewhat easier on the blacksmiths arm. But it
comes at a cost - the ring is very noisy. This
becomes a bigger issue in shops where several
blacksmiths were working at the same time.
The Fisher and Norris anvils were sold SP.ecifically as being quieter and a noise abatement
choice. Many blacksmiths toned down the
noise by mounting the anvil on a stump sitting
on a dirt floor to deaden the sound.
We had a large crowd, more than 65 members in attendance, and I know they all appreciated Andrews knowledge, insight and perspective on tools and collecting, I certainly did.

CAST IRON ANV!L STANDS

TOOL EVENTS 2006
March 25th - 47th International David Stanley Auction
www.davidstanley.com
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

April Jst - CRAFTS Auction and Tool Sale, Flemington Elks Club
Rt. 31 Flemington, New Jersey
Inspection at 7:30 AM
Auction at 9:00 AM
Tailgate Sale at daybreak
www.craftsofnj.org
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

April 2nd - CRAFTS Meeting 1PM HOST Masonic Lodge
Highbridge, New Jersey www.craftsofnj .org
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

April 7-8 Brown's 28th Auction and Tool Show, Camp
Hill, PA www.ceb@FineToolJ.com
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

April 14-15 Martin Donnelley Auction Holiday Inn
Everett Turnpike Nashua, NH
www.mjdtools.com
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

April 27-29 EAIA Spring Meeting Colonial Williamsburg, VA
Woodlands Hotel and Suites
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

June 15-17 M-WTCA Spring National Meeting
Rochester Civic Auditorium
Rochester, MN
Hollis Feeser (507) 282-3175

WANT ADS
Need help disposing of your tools or home items? Entire or partial
house clean-outs available. Call Steve Zluky, (908)534-2710.
Seeking: McKinnon axe of Rockaway, NJ made between 1845 and
1905. Please call Stephen at (732) 682-8236.
Wanted: Foot powered band saw for collection and to demonstrate.
Need not be complete. Have other foot powered machinery for possible trade. Ed Hobbs
(919) 828-2754, hobbsed@J,portbridge.com
Wanted: Napanoch Axes and other items from Napanoch, NY
Robert Arra (845) 647-1213, homefixer@hvc.rr.com

Craft smen

ond

mechanics

who

toke pride

in

the

effi ci enc y

ond a ppearance o f their sh o p s w ill a p preciate t hese permanen t

i ron _ sta nds for t h e ir a n vi ls .
sta n d

to

schools .

b oth

a n v il and

Provided with lugs for fa s t e n ing
floor.

Ideal

for

Elim inates d a ng e r of an vi l foil i ng

ma nua l

from

training

be nch o r

Wanted: North Bros. non ratcheting screwdrivers, No ' s. 90 and 95,
good plus or better condition, various lengths.
Dave Nowicki (215) 576-5527, dnowicki@verizon.net

t e mporary stand .
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